Selections from the Children’s Book Collection:

**Habitats**

Discusses prominent mountain chains in North America and the plants and animals found there, including the Sierra Nevada, Rocky Mountains, and Cascades. Advanced readers.
j QH541.5.M65na W155 1999

An introduction to the ecology of the six major grassland regions in North America. Advanced readers.
j QH541.5.P7 W155 2001

While growing up on the tallgrass prairie, Young Bison and his three companions experience a tornado that separates them from the herd, and a prairie fire brought on by lightning. Early readers. j QH541.5.P7 L511 1998

Introduces the boreal forests in the subarctic region. Advanced readers.
j QH541.5.T3 D789 2003

Action-filled pages describe and illustrate the activities of various animals in Arizona's Sonoran Desert. Early readers. j QH541.5. D4 C74 1987

As the heat of the Sonoran desert day fades into night, various nocturnal animals, including bats, coyotes, and snakes, venture out to find food. Early readers. j QH541.5.D4 J648 2000

Describes some of the plants and animals that live in the cloud forest of Costa Rica, and discusses some environmental threats faced by this region. Advanced readers. j QH541.5.R27cac C684 2000

**A Journey into a Wetland.** Johnson, Rebecca L. Minneapolis, MN: Carolrhoda Books, c2004.
Takes readers on a walk in a swamp, showing examples of how the animals and plants of wetlands are connected and dependent on each other and the wetland's watery environment.
For more educational resources from the Parent/Teacher Resource Collection, visit our Library, see sfbg.org/library or call (415) 661-1316 x403